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CBTL MEETS THE HIGHEST
INFORMATION SECURITY AND
CUSTOMER DEMANDS
“The requirements with regard to data
privacy and information security recently
increased massively with our automotive
customers, similarly to our industrial
customers from other industries.”

Christoph Herold, CBTL

ABOUT CBTL:
For many organisations, online courses, customer webinars,
and virtual product training were part of their everyday
business long before the Covid-19 pandemic. After all, the
origins of this innovative method of knowledge transfer date
back to the 20th century. One of the online learning pioneers
and a leading provider in this market is the Munich-based
organisation Computer Based Training and Learning GmbH
(CBTL), founded in 1999.

BEFORE DataGuard
Information Security Management System
(ISMS) not ready for TISAX® assessment
Lack of clarity on how to approach the
TISAX® assessment
Missing optimised processes according to
TISAX® requirements

INDUSTRY
Tech
SIZE
50 employees
LOCATIONS
Munich, China & Ukraine

AFTER DataGuard
TISAX® preparations integrated into ISMS
Fully supported to prepare for the TISAX®
assessment
Established optimised, documented
processes for the TISAX® assessment that
can easily be reproduced

Increasing customer demands and the pressure to

acquire certifications requires a proactive approach
“Over the course of the last few years, we have developed from an online learning generalist into a
B2B provider and online learning specialist for major corporations”, explains Christoph Herold, Chief
Development Officer at CBTL. Their customer base includes a growing number of companies from
the automotive industry.

“The requirements with regard to data privacy and information security recently increased massively

with our automotive customers, similarly to our industrial customers from other industries.”

TISAX®, along with GDPR, has now become a basic
requirement for the organisation’s long-term success

According to Herold, the reason behind this is the increased awareness of the GDPR, which has

been in effect since 2018. On top of this, customers from the automotive industry additionally

require TISAX® (Trusted Information Security Assessment Exchange) labels, an industry standard

that came into force shortly before this. 


“In order to fulfil the high TISAX® demands and successfully pass a corresponding assessment, we

implemented a comprehensive information security management system (ISMS) with the help of

DataGuard.”

GAINING A competitive advantage VIA
privacy and information security

“When customers first started asking us about TISAX®, we decided

to arrange an assessment. It was clear to us that proven data

privacy compliance and strong information security would serve as

a real competitive advantage for our organisation.”

Sustainable competitive advantages powered by data
privacy and information security

What was the first step? “When customers first started asking us about TISAX®, we decided to

arrange an assessment. It was clear to us that proven data privacy compliance and strong

information security would serve as a real competitive advantage for our organisation.”

At this

point, CBTL already benefitted from an external data protection officer (DPO) provided by

DataGuard, resulting in smooth processes and no data security incidents whatsoever.

Complex standards that required interpretation and
creating optimised processes represented a challenge

„

What we were missing in the context of the TISAX® assessment were processes specifically

optimised, documented, and replicable any time in line with the TISAX® information security

requirements,” says Herold. “For example, in the form of concepts for disaster recovery and business
continuity. In addition, we did not have a lot of experience and routine within the organisation in
terms of the assessment itself.” 

Moreover, many of the information security standards, and thus also the TISAX® exchange
programme, are open to interpretation. Without many years of expertise and experience, preparing
for an information security assessment can quickly turn into a complex and lengthy undertaking.

A PATH TOWARDS SUCCESS

“Wouldn’t it be convenient’, I thought out loud, “if there were someone who could support us with
information security the way DataGuard supports us with data privacy?’”

‘InfoSec-as-a-Service' as the optimal solution

Who to turn to? The answer followed a remark that Herold made to their external DPO. “‘Wouldn’t it
be convenient’, I thought out loud, “if there were someone who could support us with information
security the way DataGuard supports us with data privacy?’”

‘InfoSec-as-a-Service' as the optimal solution

“In no time”, continues Herold, “I received the reply that DataGuard was in the process of developing
an ‘InfoSec-as-a-Service' platform for which CBTL could be a suitable pilot customer. We were
intrigued and immediately seized the opportunity. After all, we have had a positive partnership for
many years.” Aside from the information security platform, DataGuard won CBTL over with their
strategic advice from a dedicated contact who engaged with them at eye level. The organisation’s
many years of experience and best practices enabled CBTL to prepare for their scheduled TISAX®
assessment quickly and effectively.

Step-by-step towards the TISAX® assessment

“In terms of important information security requirements, CBTL was already in a great starting
position. Together, we evaluated our existing processes in a kick-off workshop, identified areas that
required optimisation, and created initial prioritised recommendations for action”, says Christian
Taube, Team Lead Information Security at DataGuard.

The next step focused on implementing TISAX®-optimised and documented processes that could

be reproduced anytime. After an internal review and final preparations, the time had come: On

March 8th, 2021, CBTL completed the assessment in accordance with Assessment Level 3. TISAX®

participants can view the result of this assessment via the ENX Association. 


Are you also looking to successfully prepare your organisation for an information security

assessment in accordance with ISO 27001, TISAX®, or BSI standards? 


We would be happy to support you and look forward to discussing your needs in an informal initial

consultation. 









*TISAX® is a registered trademark of the ENX Association.

about DataGuard
Combining human expertise with a web-based platform,

DataGuard is the end-to-end solution for managing your privacy

and information security with total peace of mind. More than 1,500

customers trust us to help them comply with regulations like the

GDPR, attain and retain certifications such as ISO 27001 and

TISAX®, or manage consents and preferences with ease.

Approaching your TISAX

®

Assessment is
bOOK YOUR FREE CONSULTATION

easier when your company is armed with a
structured plan and the advice of an
expert. To book a free consultation,
contact us today.

dataguard.co.uk

OR CALL US DIRECTLY ON 
+ 44 203 514 6557




